
Maths English
Theme Physical Social

Arithmetic Further tasks Reading
Writing

(including spelling, punctuation & 
grammar)

Keep building your accuracy 
and fluency in mathematics by 
answering a set of these 
questions each day.

Remember, you can copy the 
equations on to some scrap 
paper before you answer each 
one as arithmetic is not always 
mental maths. 
The foci for this week are:

Session 1: Short Division

Session 2: Short division with 
remainders

Session 3: Log in to TTRS and 
complete your sessions for the 
week!

Session 4: Rounding numbers

Session 5: Multiplying numbers

Answers for the arithmetic 
sessions are on the last page.

Session 1:  To identify, 
describe and classify 
shapes based on the 
properties.
Click here for the online 
lesson.  

Session 2:To identify, 
describe and classify 
shapes based on the 
properties.
Click here for the online 
lesson.  

Session 3:  Calculating 
angles on a straight line.
Click here for the video. 

Session 4: Calculate angles 
around a point.
Click here for the video. 

Session 5: Complete the 
addition and subtraction 
consolidation pack. 

Log on to Mathletics to 
complete the learning 
that has been assigned to 
you. Remember to have 
some scrap paper to hand 
to do any workings out. 

Aim to read for 25 minutes every day, 
with an adult when you can. 
Link to do Accelerated Reader quizzes 

from home:
https://ukhosted56.renlearn.co.uk/189
4764/

Session 1: Analyse the poems and look 
at their similarities and differences. 
Which poems do you prefer and why?  
Consider each of these: 
Subject matter: what the poem is 
about eg nature, travelling, 
observations etc
Style: is it free verse or strict 

rhythm/regular or irregular rhyming 
patterns, use of speech or dialogue etc.
Language: refers to the vocabulary –

the use of adjectives and descriptions, 
metaphors or similes eg ”I heard the 
paving slabs groan as they muscled for 
space.” 

Session 2: Learning about idioms

Session 3: Read Valerie Bloom’s poems 
and compare them to Pie Corbett and 
his writing style. Which do you prefer? 
Use the table to analyse the poems. 

Session 4: Click here for the online 
lesson. 

Session 5: Compare the two poems. 

Spellings: 
Do a spelling test on last week’s 
spellings. For any that are incorrect, 
spend some time trying to learn the 
correct spelling.

Become familiar with this week’s rule 
and then use the ‘Look, Say, Cover, 
Write, Check’ method to help you to 
learn these spellings.  This activity can be 
repeated on more than one day to help 
you to learn your spellings. Learning new 
spellings sometimes takes time!
After this, you can make your way 

through the other spelling activities each 
day.  

Writing
Session 1: Write you own riddle poem or 
poem where you hide the answer within 
the poem itself like Pie Corbett’s ‘Badger’ 
poem. 

Session 2: Use the idioms to create your 
own piece of writing that makes sense. 

Session 3: Using your background, write a 
poem about you. 

Session 4: Click here for the online lesson 
on cohesive devices. 

Session 5: Write your own ‘If I had wings’ 
poem. 

Art: Juan Miro and Automatic 
Drawing
In this lesson, you will learn about 
automatic drawing and then you 
can create your own abstract 
artwork.

Click here for the online lesson.

Science Revision:  
Represent the particles in solids, 
liquids and gases

In this lesson, we will learn about 
particles! We are going to learn 
how the particles in each state of 
matter behave and how this leads 
to the properties of solids, liquids 
and gases. For this lesson, you will 
need a piece of paper and a pencil.

Science revision: 
Click here for the online lesson. 
Represent the particles in pure 
substances and mixtures

In this lesson, we are going to look 
at the differences in the particles 
of pure and impure substances. We 
will use water and gold as 
examples. You will need a pencil, a 
piece of paper and a ruler.

Click here to do daily  PE 
with Joe Wicks. 

The Olympics may have 
been postponed but we 
can compete against 
each year group to see 
who can travel the 
furthest.
Our school has been set 
up on the "Get Set 
Travel to Tokyo" so don’t 
forget to log your 
family’s activity!
Once again, you have 
the opportunity to 
choose two activities.

If you can, plant 
some seeds with 
someone for 
some flowers or 
fruits that you 
would like to 
grow.

Utilise this 
amazing weather 
and go for a walk 
with your family 
to explore your 
local area.

With your 
parent’s 
permission, share 
your learning on 
our school 
Facebook page.

Year 5
Learning Grid for week beginning: 29.06.2020

All of our activities have been designed to try to avoid the need for printing of any kind, although of course you can print if you want to. Remember, you should always check with an adult before using the internet and remember to tell an adult if you see 
something that makes you feel uncomfortable. There’s further guidance from the NSPCC here.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-identify-describe-and-classify-shapes-based-on-the-properties
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-identify-describe-and-classify-shapes-based-on-the-properties-6537fa
https://vimeo.com/428001477
https://vimeo.com/432267958
https://vimeo.com/432268054
https://ukhosted56.renlearn.co.uk/1894764/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/setting-description-reading-comprehension-fact-retrieval
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/set-of-instructions-spag-focus-cohesive-devices
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/juan-miro-and-automatic-drawing
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/represent-the-particles-in-pure-substances-and-mixtures
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/
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English tasks-Reading Session 1



Poem Name: Subject Matter (what is it about): Style of poem (is there a strict 
rhythm, does it rhyme?):

Language (are there similes or 
metaphors, what kind of 
adjectives
are used?): 



English tasks-Reading Session 1

Highlight anything that you think makes a poem interesting or enjoyable and add a little note beside 
it about why you liked that part.



Session 1English tasks - Writing

What am I?

I tower over the man-made plain;

My peaks scrape the heavens.

I have many brothers; in fact,

We may be as many as a hundred and 

seven.

We're as ancient as the oldest trees,

But not older than the hills.

We've been studied for centuries now,

But with mystery we're still filled.

Answer: A pyramid
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Show your 
remainders as R 

and not as 
decimals.



Spellings



Making sure that you spell the words 
correctly, use our new spelling list to 
make your own scrabble board below. 



Example answer



Session 2

Warm up
Here are 10 of the most common 
idioms that are easy to use in daily 
conversation:

Hit the hay.
“Sorry, guys, I have to hit the hay 
now!” 
“Up in the air” 
“Stabbed in the back” 
“Takes two to tango” 
“Kill two birds with one stone.” 
“Piece of cake” 
“Costs an arm and a leg” 
“Break a leg”

1. What do these idioms mean? 
Talk to someone near by and 
see if you can ‘translate’ them 
all!

2. Look at the text. How many 
idioms can you find? 
Underline any idioms that you 
find and annotate (make 
notes) around the page what 
they could mean. 

Pie Corbett’s poem 
is one giant idiom!



Session 2

Warm up
Here are 10 of the most common 
idioms that are easy to use in daily 
conversation:

Hit the hay.
“Sorry, guys, I have to hit the hay 
now!” 
“Up in the air” 
“Stabbed in the back” 
“Takes two to tango” 
“Kill two birds with one stone.” 
“Piece of cake” 
“Costs an arm and a leg” 
“Break a leg”

1. What do these idioms mean? 
Talk to someone near by and 
see if you can ‘translate’ them 
all!

2. Look at the poem Smelling 
Rats. How many idioms can 
you find? Underline any 
idioms that you find and 
annotate (make notes) around 
the page what they could 
mean. 

Felt over the moon: extremely happy

Feeling under the weather: not feeling so 
good

Feeling on top of the world: feeling 
ecstatic, like a winner

It was raining cats and dogs: it was 
raining heavily.

I felt like I was losing my marbles: losing 
my mind/ getting confused

Someone had bitten my head off: 
someone had told me off

Tried to get to the bottom it: tried to 
figure it out

Began to see the light: the answer was 
becoming clear

My friend hit the nail on the head: my 
friend said it perfectly

The other person had her knickers in a 
twist: the other person was 
upset/angry/annoyed

Keep your hair on: Stay calm

Turned over a new leaf: start again 



English tasks - Writing Session 2

Take some of the idioms from the table and see if you can create a piece of 
writing that makes sense with them in it!

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________







1.Study a word. You could do this underlining the tricky part of the word that you need to remember to spell accurately.

2.Say the word aloud a few times.

3.Cover up the word with a piece of paper or your hand.

4.Write the spelling next to the original word.

5.Check the original version to see if you have got it right. If you didn’t, repeat the process and use the 2nd attempt column.  Use all 

five columns if need be, repeating the five steps each time.



Arithmetic 3









Session 3English tasks- Reading



Session 3

Thinking back to 
yesterday’s poems and 

today’s poems, which ones 
do you prefer and why? You 

could take this chance to 
magpie some ideas for your 

future writing.



Poem Name: Subject Matter (what is it about): Style of poem (is there a strict 
rhythm, does it rhyme?):

Language (are there similes or 
metaphors, what kind of 
adjectives
are used?): 





Arithmetic 4

Decimal Number Round to the nearest tenth (0.1)

4.51

5.55

5.62

6.72

7.77

88.89

78.91

450.36

780.54

345.44

290.09

Decimal Number Round to the nearest hundredth 
(0.01)

3.333

4.535

7.801

89.091

77.701

650.054a)
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Spelling Task







Arithmetic 5
a. 208 x 100 = 

b. 600 x 700 = 

c. 1000 x 109 = 

d. 10 x 20 = 2 x 

e. 50 x 20 = 10 x

f. 8 x 6 = 4 x 

g. 4 x 7 = 7 x 

h. 20 x               = 100

i. 890 x 20 = 

j. 550 x 5 = 275 x 

k. 330 x 7 = 231 x 

l.    20 x 300 = 

m.    40 x 700 = 

n.    90 x 90 = 

o.    60 x 20 = 40 x 

p.    50 x 60 = 20 x

q.    80 x 60 = 40 x 

r.    40 x 900 = 60 x 

s. 200 x               = 1800

t.    780 x 40 = 

u.   480 x 5 = 80 x 

v.   300 x 7 = 3 x 



English tasks - Reading Session 5



Poem Name: Subject Matter (what is it about): Style of poem (is there a strict 
rhythm, does it rhyme?):

Language (are there similes or 
metaphors, what kind of 
adjectives
are used?): 



English tasks - Writing Session 5



Choose one section of the spelling well to help you 
to become familiar with this week’s spellings. 



Arithmetic 1 
a) 191
b) 155
c) 116
d) 433
e) 115
f) 184
g) 107
h) 176
i) 140

Arithmetic 2
a) 356 r5
b) 433 r2
c) 781 r3
d) 136 r1
e) 828 r1
f) 465 r3
g) 753 r2
h) 912 r4

Arithmetic 3

Arithmetic 4
a) 7
b) 10
c) 20
d) 100
e) 200
f) 9
g) 10
h) 20
i) 99

Arithmetic 5
a) 20800
b) 420000
c) 109000
d) 100
e) 100
f) 12
g) 4
h) 5
i) 17800

Arithmetic Answers

j) 110
k) 144
l) 411
m) 102
n) 136
o) 123
p) 277
q) 165
r) 183

i) 254 r6
j) 117 r1
k) 895 r3
l) 448 r1
m) 510 r1
n) 266 r5
o) 603 r6
p) 209 r3

s) 110
t) 110

q) 367 r2
r) 351 r1
s) 622 r3
t) 186 r1

j) 3.33
k) 4.54
l) 7.8
m) 89.09
n) 77.7
o) 650.05
p) 4.5
q) 5.6
r) 5.6

s) 6.7
t) 7.8
u) 88.9
v) 78.9
w) 450.4
x) 780.5
y) 345.4
z) 290.1

j) 10
k) 10
l) 6000
m) 28000
n) 8100
o) 30
p) 150
q) 120
r) 600

s) 9
t) 31200
u) 30
v) 700


